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Abstract

The structure of type A and B trace anomalies is reanalyzed in terms of the universal

behaviour of dimension −2 invariant amplitudes. Based on it a general argument for trace

anomaly matching between the unbroken and broken phases of a CFT is given. The struc-

ture of moduli trace anomalies and their transformations under source reparametrizations

is discussed in detail.
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1 Introduction

Trace anomalies [1,2] have rather special properties compared with the other QFT anoma-

lies. While chiral anomalies can be described generally in a topological framework, which

allows their understanding independent of the group (continuous or discrete) or the or-

der of the symmetry (zero form or higher form), trace anomalies do not have such a

topological description. This difference is related to trace anomalies being “real”, i.e.

appearing as a real term in the Euclidean generating functional in counterdistinction to

the chiral anomalies which appear as a phase (of course in Minkowski metric all terms

being phases the distinction is not there). As a consequence, while the ’t Hooft matching

for chiral anomalies, i.e. the constancy of the anomaly along the RG flow, follows from

the topological invariants being rigid, such an argument for matching is not available for

trace anomalies. Nevertheless it is believed that trace anomalies are matched between

the unbroken and spontaneously broken phases of a given CFT [3]. For this matching one

should rely on the detailed analytic structure of the anomalous correlators.

The diffeomorphism and Weyl symmetry Ward identities obeyed by connected corre-

lators of primary operators have the same form in the unbroken and broken phases. This

follows from the fact that they are derived from operatorial relations which are the same

in the two phases, evaluated on a Poincaré invariant vacuum, while the transformation of

the vacuum under dilations and special conformal transformations is not used. Moreover
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in both phases the general analytic structure of the invariant amplitudes is the same. As a

consequence the cohomological structures of the generating functional are the same in the

two phases. Therefore the same local functionals of the sources can appear as anomalies.

We mean by “matching” simply that the normalizations of the anomalies are the same

in the two phases of a given theory. Since the functional dependence on the momentum

invariants of the correlators is completely different in the two phases, “anomaly match-

ing”, if valid, gives non-trivial constraints on e.g. the structure and normalization of the

amplitudes in the broken phase involving the dilaton.

Generically the spectrum of the broken phase is massive. The mass scale is provided by

the non-zero vacuum expectation value of a scalar primary operator of positive dimension

which causes the spontaneous breaking of conformal symmetry to Poincaré symmetry.

There could be a decoupled massless subsector which still preserves conformal invariance.

If present it should be factored out in the anomaly matching. In the rest the only generic

massless field present is the dilaton, the Goldstone boson corresponding to the broken

Weyl symmetry. Since trace anomalies require the contributions of massless fields as

intermediate states in correlators, the anomaly matching fixes certain couplings of the

dilaton. These couplings are normalized by the difference between the anomalies in the

unbroken phase and the conformal sector of the broken phase, if present.

Proving anomaly matching for CFTs is not trivial [3]. The distinction between the

two types of trace anomalies [4] (“type A” and “type B”) played an important role.

Type A anomalies have an analytic structure very similar to zero form, continuous group

chiral anomalies. One could identify a dimension −2 invariant amplitude which, for

special kinematic configurations where there is only one independent invariant q2, has

a a
q2

dependence. The coefficient of this power gives the normalization of the type A

anomaly. The existence of this is again a consequence of the conformal Ward identities

which are also valid in the spontaneously broken phase. In addition one needs again the

usual requirements of analyticity which are believed to be valid also in the broken phase

and therefore the 1
q2

behaviour is also there. Using the general property that in the limit

where we rescale the momentum to infinity the amplitudes in the broken phase should

match those in the unbroken phase in the same limit, the coefficients of 1
q2

singularities

should match since they originate from amplitudes which match. Moreover the dilaton

contributes exactly to this amplitude and therefore the dilaton couplings are constrained

by the type A anomaly coefficient calculated in the unbroken phase.

For type B anomalies the situation is considerably more involved. We start by re-

viewing the procedure for finding the normalization of type B anomalies [1]. Type B

anomalies appear generically in correlators of integer dimensional primary operators with

the energy-momentum tensor. One particular case involves correlators of just energy-

momentum tensors in even dimensions. In the cohomological analysis type B anomalies

are characterized by an anomaly density which is Weyl invariant and the anomaly does

not vanish for x-independent Weyl parameter σ. For the standard example let us consider

the Weyl anomaly in d = 4 for a CFT coupled to a background metric gµν . Then the type
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B anomaly is

δσW = c

∫

d4xσ
√
g C2 (1.1)

where W is the generating functional for connected correlation functions of the energy-

momentum tensor, C2 is the square of the Weyl tensor and c the anomaly coefficient. For

x-independent σ, (1.1) is also the variation of the correlators under dilations and therefore

the anomaly is directly related to the only possible UV counterterm

c̄ log Λ2

∫

d4x
√
g C2 (1.2)

corresponding to a logarithmic UV divergence which is possible for integral dimension

primaries in a CFT. The correlators are no longer invariant under dilations since after the

subtraction of the counterterm (1.2) the finite correlator contains terms with logarithmic

dependence on the invariants. Therefore in the unbroken phase the anomaly coefficient c

can be identified by looking at the variation under dilations of a logarithmic term in the

appropriate correlator, e.g. the two-point function, whose Λ dependence follows from the

second term in the expansion of (1.2) around flat space.

∫

d4x〈Tµν(x) Tρσ(0)〉ei p·x =
4

3
c̄ log p2/Λ2Πµν,ρσ(p) ≡ Γ(2)

µν,ρσ(p) (1.3)

where Πµν,ρσ is the unique tensor structure which is both conserved and traceless and

satisfies the symmetry conditions which follow from Bose symmetry of the two-point

function. Its explicit form is given in (4.15). Calculating the variation under dilations of

(1.3) and comparing with the second variation of (1.1) around flat space gives c = 2 c̄.

In the broken phase, since the broken vacuum is not dilation invariant, the relation

between Weyl transformations and dilations breaks down and the previous argument can-

not be used. The high momentum behaviour of the correlator of two energy-momentum

tensors is still given by the same c̄ as in the unbroken phase, but we cannot relate it

directly to the normalization of the possible Weyl anomaly.

In order to match type B anomalies we re-examine the above set-up and we arrive

at a different way to extract the anomaly normalizations from universal features of the

correlators. This new way is more general and can be applied uniformly for all trace

anomalies and also gives an alternative and more rigorous way for proving the matching

of type A anomalies. The general procedure will be to analyze the Ward identities fol-

lowing from diffeomorphism and Weyl invariance after the correlators are decomposed in

invariant amplitudes. We will treat from the beginning the diffeomorphism Ward iden-

tities as non-anomalous and in the Weyl Ward identity we will introduce the anomalous

terms with the structure prescribed by the cohomological analysis with a free normal-

ization. The combined identities relate the anomaly to relations between dimension −2

amplitudes. Instead of trying to isolate power-like behaviour in one invariant when the

other invariants are sent to potentially singular points, we link the anomaly normalization

to the special, universal behaviour of certain amplitudes when one invariant is taken to
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infinity the others being generic. Then the anomaly matching between the two phases

follows as a consequence of the equality of the respective amplitudes in the deep Euclidean

limit. Equivalently the high invariant behaviour is equivalent to the validity of sum rules

normalized to the anomalies. The sum rule is generically the integral over a discontinuity

of an amplitude, one invariant being integrated while the other two are kept at generic

values. In the broken phase another parameter which is kept fixed is the spontaneous

breaking scale v and the sum rule is valid for the whole range from v = 0, the unbroken

phase, to v = ∞, the IR limit of the broken phase.

The steps in this analysis are:

a) In the unbroken phase the logarithmically divergent amplitudes give the normal-

ization of the anomaly through their relation to dilations as outlined above, but

by themselves they are not anomalous. In the above example the logarithmically

divergent amplitudes in the two- and three-point functions obey non-anomalous

relations as evidenced by the counterterm (1.2), which is invariant both under dif-

feomorphisms and Weyl transformations. Therefore the amplitudes having UV di-

vergences can be eliminated from the anomaly analysis.

b) Using the non-anomalous diffeomorphism Ward identities in the Weyl Ward iden-

tities, one obtains identities which involve only dimension −2 amplitudes. These

identities relate the behaviour of the amplitudes when a particular kinematical in-

variant on which it depends goes to infinity to the anomaly normalizations in both

phases.

c) In addition one obtains non-anomalous Ward identities which relate the dimension

−2 amplitudes to cut-off independent expressions which are derived from the two-

point function. In the unbroken phase this determines the high invariant behaviour

of the respective amplitudes in terms of the two-point function and when used in

b) relate the anomaly to the normalization of the two-point function, replacing the

usual argument.

d) The dimension −2 amplitudes have the same deep Euclidean limit in the unbroken

and broken phases. Using this fact for the combinations of amplitudes appearing in

b), one establishes the equality of the anomalies in the two phases, i.e. “anomaly

matching”.

e) Once the existence and normalization of the anomalies in the broken phase are

known, the constraints on the dilaton couplings follow from the known Weyl trans-

formation of the dilaton.

f) The anomaly equation obeyed by the dimension −2 amplitudes and their known

high momentum behaviour implies sum rules for their discontinuities, normalized

by the anomaly. In the IR limit of the broken phase the sum rules are dominated

by the dilaton contribution and the couplings of the dilaton can be determined.
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After these steps we arrive at a characteristic Ward identity summarising the anomaly

structure for both type A and B trace anomalies (and also the perturbative chiral anoma-

lies). For the three-point function relevant for anomalies in d = 4 one has

s1E1(s1, s2, s3) + s2E2(s2, s3, s1) + s3E3(s3, s1, s2) = ct (1.4)

where si ≡ p2i are the kinematical invariants (pi are the three external momenta), Ei are

dimension −2 amplitudes and ct is a constant which characterizes the strength of the

anomaly, i.e. a or c. The basic Ward identity (1.4) can be translated into two equivalent,

universal characterizations of the anomaly:

Ei
si→∞−−−→ ct

si
+O

(

sj , sk
s2i

[log si]
p

)

(1.5)

and

−1

π

∫

dsi ImiEi(si, sj, sk) = ct (1.6)

where the imaginary part is obtained from the discontinuity with respect to the si invariant

while the other two invariants sj , sk are kept fixed.

From comparing (1.4) in the deep Euclidean limit in the unbroken and broken phases,

one reaches the conclusion that (1.4) and therefore (1.5) and (1.6) are valid with the same

value of the anomaly ct also in the broken phase. This gives the most general statement

about “anomaly matching”. In the broken phase the functional dependence is completely

different and the various amplitudes depend on the breaking scale v, but the anomaly

equations are independent of v. In particular the relations are valid also for v = ∞, the

IR regime of the broken phase, where they impose constraints on the dilaton couplings.

In addition for type B anomalies the normalization of the anomaly obtained form the

three-point function as outlined above is related to the two-point correlator in a universal

fashion involving again only dimension −2 amplitudes.

In Section 2 we study in detail the above scenario for the simplest type B anomaly in

d = 4, which involves scalar primary operators of dimension +2. We will refer to this as

the ∆ = 2 model. The relatively simple kinematics allows us to follow in detail the steps

outlined above. Whenever the explicit Ward identities realize a step described above

we give the general, abstract form of the equations /arguments which are valid for all

anomalies. This section contains therefore our general results with the simplest explicit

realization.

In Section 3 the special features related to anomalies of higher dimensional primaries

are studied, in particular for conformal moduli in d = 4. We show how the general

arguments can be applied also in these cases by mapping the high dimension amplitudes

to combinations of dimension −2 amplitudes.

In Section 4 we study in detail the analytic structure of the type B anomaly in the

correlators of just energy-momentum tensors in d = 4 and apply the general procedure

for the matching of both type A and type B anomalies.
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We verify different aspects of the anomaly structure discussed in the main text by

a Feynman diagram calculation in a free model in Appendix A. The calculations have

general validity for the ∆ = 2 model, since different CFT with dimension +2 primaries

have the same analytic structure for the relevant two and three-point correlators differing

possibly just by their normalizations.

A simple explicit model for the spontaneous breaking of conformal symmetry is dis-

cussed in Appendix B. The various general features of the anomaly structure in the broken

phase are verified and the role of the dilaton as an effective description of the anomaly

difference for massive flows is also exemplified.

2 Detailed Analysis of the ∆ = 2 Model

Consider in d = 4 a CFT which has a dimension two primary scalar operator O. An

explicit realization of such a model is a free massless scalar φ for which O = φ2. In

Appendices A and B we present several explicit checks of our general results for this

simple model, but our arguments will be independent of the actual realization.

We couple the operator to a source J which transforms under a Weyl transformation

as

δσJ = −2 σ J (2.1)

while the metric transforms as

δσgµν = 2 σ gµν (2.2)

The cohomological analysis gives a type B anomaly in the Weyl transformation of the

generating functional of connected correlation functions of the energy-momentum tensor

Tµν and O,

δσW = c

∫

d4xσ
√
g J2 (2.3)

while diffeomorphisms are not anomalous.

Even though the theory is conformal, there are logarithmic UV divergences in momen-

tum space correlators of integer dimensional operators, which require counterterms. In

particular for correlators of two ∆ = 2 operators with any number of energy-momentum

tensors the unique counterterm is

c̄ log Λ2

∫

d4x
√
g J2 (2.4)

The standard argument relates the anomaly coefficient c to the normalization c̄ by con-

sidering an x-independent Weyl transformation which also represents dilations. Then

the explicit breaking of dilations due to the presence of the cut-off Λ in the counterterm

leads to a nonvanishing Weyl variation, i.e. to an anomaly (2.3), as discussed in the

Introduction. This fixes to c = 2 c̄, as will be confirmed below.
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In the following we will discuss an alternative argument which avoids amplitudes with

UV divergences by using the high momentum behaviour of finite dimension −2 invariant

amplitudes. The invariant amplitudes which contain UV divergences can be identified by

expanding the metric dependence in the counterterm (2.4) in perturbations h around flat

space η

gµν = ηµν + hµν (2.5)

In the unbroken phase the two-point function which one obtains by expanding the gen-

erating functional to order J2 is completely determined by the dimension of O and in

momentum space has the expression

Γ(2)(p2) ≡ 〈O(−p)O(p)〉 = −2 c̄ log p2/Λ2 (2.6)

In the renormalized correlator the cut-off Λ is replaced by a finite scale but we will

continue using the cut-off as a scale. Expanding (2.4) a logarithmically divergent term

with the same normalization will appear also in the correlator of two operators O and

one energy-momentum tensor. Expanding
√
g = 1− 1

2
ηµνh

µν (using (2.5)) one finds that

the divergence will be in a structure proportional to ηµν .

We will now study this correlator by decomposing it into invariant amplitudes in mo-

mentum space as

Γ(3)(q, k1, k2) ≡ 〈Tµν(−q)O(k1)O(k2)〉

= Aηµν +B qµqν + C (qµ rν + qν rµ) +D rµrν
(2.7)

where A,B,C,D depend on the three Lorentz invariants q2, k2
1, k

2
2, with qµ and k1µ, k2µ

the four momenta carried by the energy-momentum tensor and the two scalar operators,

respectively. In (2.7) we have defined

rµ = k1µ − k2µ (2.8a)

and by momentum conservation one has

qµ = k1µ + k2µ (2.8b)

We remark that the amplitudes A,B,D are symmetric and the amplitude C is antisym-

metric under the interchange of the momenta k1, k2. The amplitude A has dimension 0

while the amplitudes B,C,D have dimension −2 and are therefore finite, i.e. independent

of the cut-off.

We now study the Ward identities which relate Γ(3) to Γ(2). Invariance under infinites-

imal diffeomorphisms xµ → xµ − ξµ(x) under which gµν and J transform as

δξgµν = ∇µξν +∇νξµ

δξJ = ξµ∂µJ
(2.9)
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applied to the expansions of the generating functional leads to1

qµΓ(3)
µν (q, k1, k2) = k1ν Γ

(2)(k2
2) + k2νΓ

(2)(k2
1) (2.10)

Weyl invariance, defined as the variations with parameter σ(x) given in eqs.(2.1) and

(2.2), leads to the relation

ηµυΓ(3)
µν = Γ(2)(k2

1) + Γ(2)(k2
2) + 2 c (2.11)

Relations (2.10) and (2.11), when rewritten in terms of the invariant amplitudes, give

A+ q2B + q · r C =
1

2

[

Γ(2)(k2
1) + Γ(2)(k2

2)
]

q2C + q · r D =
1

2

[

Γ(2)(k2
2)− Γ(2)(k2

1)
]

4A+ q2B + 2 q · r C + r2D = 2
[

Γ(2)(k2
1) + Γ(2)(k2

2)
]

+ 2 c

(2.12)

where we used that the Ward identities which follow from diffeomorphism invariance are

not anomalous and in the identity resulting from Weyl transformations we included the

contribution of the anomaly obtained from the expansion of (2.3).

From (2.12) we could replace A by

Ā ≡ A− 1

2

[

Γ(2)(k2
1) + Γ(2)(k2

2)
]

(2.13)

and all cut-off dependent terms disappear from the Ward identities. This is a consequence

of the structure of the counterterm (2.4), which confirms that these terms obey the Ward

identities. Generically there remains a difference between the two logarithms which does

not contain the cut-off and therefore the possible anomalies are produced by finite ampli-

tudes. More generally we can simply solve the first equation of (2.12) for A, replace it in

the third and obtain

q2C + q · r D =
1

2

[

Γ(2)(k2
2)− Γ(2)(k2

1)
]

(2.14a)

−3 q2B − 2 q ·r C + r2D = 2 c (2.14b)

We stress that all amplitudes present in (2.14) have dimension −2 and the contribution

from the two-point function is also finite, keeping the information about its overall nor-

malization. The appearance of the Ward identities with the structure of (2.14) is generic

and we will now discuss their properties and role for the matching in the general setting.

Equation (2.14b) is a particular instance of the general type of equations (1.4)

s1E1(s1, s2, s3) + s2E2(s2, s3, s1) + s3E3(s3, s1, s2) = 2 c (2.15)

where s1 = q2, s2 = k2
1 and s3 = k2

2 are the three kinematical invariants and Ei are the

dimension −2 amplitudes

E1 = −3B −D , E2 = 2(D − C) , E3 = 2(D + C) (2.16)

1More details about the derivation of the Ward identities will be given in Section 4.
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The amplitudes with dimension −2 obey unsubtracted dispersion relations in any of the

invariants when the other two invariants are kept fixed at generic values. We choose for

each amplitude the invariant with the same index since this is the dependence constrained

by the anomaly equation (2.15), i.e.

Ei(si, sj, sk) =
1

π

∫

dxi
ImiEi(xi, sj, sk)

xi − si
(2.17)

where Imi indicates
1
2i
× the discontinuity in the variable si, while the other two invariants

are kept fixed. We remark that (2.17) also contains the information about the analytic

structure in the variables which are kept fixed, after doing appropriate analytic continu-

ations. In a CFT the support of the integral is between 0 and ∞ for the xi variable. We

choose sj, sk to be real negative in order to have a nonsingular discontinuity.

The large s behaviour of a dimension −2 invariant amplitude in a CFT is generically
1
s
[log(s)]p for any of the invariants, where the scale of s in the log is given by the invariants

which are kept fixed. If the amplitude however satisfies (2.17), the behaviour is more

restricted: taking a discontinuity in si of (2.15) we obtain

si ImiEi + sj ImiEj + sk ImiEk = 0 (2.18)

which implies

ImiEi −−−→
si→∞

1

s2i
[log si]

p + . . . (2.19a)

Ei −−−→
si→∞

2 c

si
+O

(

sj, sk
s2i

[log si]
p

)

(2.19b)

Then si can be taken outside the dispersion relation, and comparing with (2.19) we obtain

the sum rules for each of the invariant amplitudes:

−1

π

∫

dsi ImiEi(si, sj, sk) = 2 c (2.20)

Therefore if an invariant amplitude Ei which appears in an anomaly equation of the form

(2.15) obeys any of the equivalent universal relations (2.19) or (2.20), the parameter c

gives directly the anomaly coefficient. This special structure (2.15) of the Ward identity

for dimension −2 amplitudes, relating it to the anomaly, is generic and common also

to the type A trace anomaly and even to chiral anomalies. Once it is obeyed the high

invariant behaviour of the amplitudes (2.19) or, equivalently, the sum rules (2.20) follow.

What makes type B anomalies special is the relation of the anomaly coefficient c to

the two-point function. For type B anomalies typically there is a diffeomorphism Ward

identity with a cut-off independent contribution of the two-point function which fixes

the special high invariant contribution of the form (2.19) recovering this way the relation

between the anomaly normalization and the two-point function, as we now show explicitly

for the ∆ = 2 model.
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For this model we analyze eq.(2.14) at

x ≡ k2
1 − k2

2 = 0 (2.21)

which is not a singular point. The amplitudes depend on q2 and on

k2 ≡ k2
1 = k2

2 (2.22)

Taking a derivative with respect to x at x = 0 of (2.14a) and evaluating (2.14b) at x = 0,

we obtain

q2 C̄ +D =
c̄

k2
(2.23a)

q2
(

− 3B −D) + 4 k2D = 2 c (2.23b)

where we used that the amplitude C is odd in x and we defined a dimension −4 amplitude

C̄ by

C̄(q2, k2) ≡ ∂C

∂x
(q2, k2, x = 0) (2.24)

Now we can use the high k2 behaviour for D extracted from (2.23a):

D −−−−→
k2→∞

c̄

k2
+O

(

q2

k4
[log k2]p

)

(2.25a)

and compare it with the relevant equation following from (2.19):

D −−−−→
k2→∞

c

2 k2
+O

(

q2

k4
[log k2]p

)

(2.25b)

leading to the equality c = 2 c̄. This argument, which relates the normalizations of the type

B anomaly and of the two-point function in the unbroken phase is general for all the type

B anomalies: besides the equation (2.14b) there is always an equation generalizing (2.14a)

which relates the high invariant behaviour of the amplitude to the normalization of the

two-point function. Comparing the two we get the desired relation between the anomaly

and the two-point function normalizations without using UV divergent amplitudes.

Another special feature of type B anomalies is the appearance of effective IR poles,

reflecting the role of the two-point correlator in the Ward identity. We will demonstrate

this in the concrete setting for the ∆ = 2 model. We proved in the unbroken phase the

relation between the anomaly normalization and the two-point function using the special

kinematic configurations k2
1 = k2

2 ≡ k2 and q2. If we assume in addition the validity of

dispersion relations in the “diagonal variable” k2, by the argument following (2.15), we

obtain the sum rule

−1

π

∫

dk2 Imk2D(k2, q2) =
c

2
(2.26)

If this sum rule is valid also for q2 = 0 then, since there is no scale left for Imk2D, we

conclude

Imk2D(k2, 0) = −π c

2
δ(k2) and D(k2, 0) =

c

2 k2
(2.27)
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This functional dependence shows the presence of an effective zero-mass pole. The mech-

anism for its appearance is simple: for q2 = 0, from eq.(2.14a) we obtain

Imk2D(k2, 0) = lim
k2
1
→k2

2

Imk2
2

Γ(2)(k2
2)− Imk2

1

Γ(2)(k2
1)

2(k2
1 − k2

2)
(2.28)

Since2 Imk2 log k
2 = −π θ(k2), the result is as in Figure 1, which is a regularized δ-function

Imk2D

cπ
2x

−x
2

+x
2

Figure 1

and therefore, using also (2.6) the limit is

Imk2D(k2, 0) → −c̄ π δ(k2) (2.29)

and comparing with (2.27) gives again c = 2 c̄. We remark that the appearance of the

δ-function is the result of a “collision” between the branch points in k2
1 and k2

2. This

effective pole is specific to type B anomalies and is different from the generic presence

of poles following from the anomaly sum rules which represent the collapse of ordinary

branch cuts in certain limits. In particular it is not matched in the broken phase where

the analytic structure of the two-point correlator is completely different.

Once the high invariant behaviour and sum rules for dimension −2 amplitudes (2.19)

and (2.20) are valid for type B, we could discuss in general the matching for all trace

anomalies. We start our discussion of the anomaly matching with a summary of the

structure of the spontaneously broken phase. Let us assume that there is another Poincaré

invariant vacuum on which a nonzero dimensional scalar primary operator gets a vacuum

expectation value. In such a situation the conformal symmetry is spontaneously broken

and a mass scale v, introduced through the vacuum expectation value, the order parameter

of the broken phase, is introduce in the theory. There are several general characteristics

of the broken phase which we will use:

a) Following from Goldstone’s theorem a zero mass scalar, the dilaton exists. The dilaton

D has a linear coupling to the energy-momentum tensor with a dimensional strength f

related to v

〈0|Tµν |Σ(q)〉 = f qµqν (2.30)

2We use the definition of the logarithm as a real analytic function on the first Riemann sheet with the

branch cut on the positive real axis.
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Formally one has Weyl invariance also in the presence of the coupling (2.30) if we attribute

to the dilaton the Weyl transformation

Σ → Σ+ σ (2.31)

where we used the normalized dimensionless dilaton field Σ ≡ D/f . In the broken phase

Weyl invariance is limited to transformations where σ(x) falls off to zero at large x. As a

consequence e.g. the relation between dilations and Weyl invariance with x-independent

σ is not anymore valid.

b) Since the operatorial relations of the CFT are not changed and the derivation of the

diffeomorphism andWeyl Ward identities used only the Poincaré invariance of the vacuum,

all the Ward identities we used in the unbroken phase remain valid. Also the analyticity

properties of the invariant amplitudes remain valid. Anomalies can appear only as real

parts in Ward identities corresponding to the same type of anomaly functionals as in

the unbroken phase. Therefore the basic Ward identity for the dimension −2 amplitudes

EB
i in the broken phase, characterized by the mass scale v, is valid but with an a priori

different normalization of the anomaly cB:

s1E
B
1 (s1, s2, s3, v

2) + s2E
B
2 (s1, s2, s3, v

2) + s3E
B
3 (s1, s2, s3, v

2) = 2 cB (2.32)

The anomalies match if cB = c. From its high momentum analysis we conclude, as in the

unbroken phase,

EB
i −−−→

si→∞

2 cB

si
+O

(

sj , sk, v
2

s2i
[log si]

p

)

(2.33)

and

−1

π

∫

dsi ImiE
B
i (si, sj, sk, v) = 2 cB (2.34)

where we made explicit the possible dependence of the discontinuities on the breaking

scale v.

c) For a given correlator the deep Euclidean limit of the amplitude in the broken phase

coincides with the limit in the unbroken phase. Denoting invariant amplitudes in the two

phases as AB and A, respectively we have

lim
λ→∞

A(λ q21, λ q
2
2, . . . )

AB(λ q21, λ q
2
2, . . . )

= 1 (2.35)

the deviations being of order 1/λ or v2/q2i when the invariants are taken to ∞. This is

simply a consequence of the fact that the OPE of the operators are not changed in the

broken phase and therefore the UV structure of the correlators remains the same even

though for finite values of the invariants the structure of the amplitudes changes in the

broken phase, the spectrum of the theory being generically massive, etc.

Anomaly matching is now an immediate consequence. Consider the combination of

dimension −2 invariant amplitudes which appear in the “anomaly equations” (2.15) and

12



(2.32), respectively, for a configuration in the deep Euclidean limit for generic (i.e. avoid-

ing special points like sj = 0) configurations. We have

lim
λ→∞

λs1E1(λs1, λs2, λs3) + λs2E2(λs1, λs2, λs3) + λs3E3(λs1, λs2, λs3)

λs1EB
1 (λs1, λs2, λs3) + λs2EB

2 (λs1, λs2, λs3) + λs3EB
3 (λs1, λs2, λs3)

=
c

cB
= 1

(2.36)

where we used that c, cB do not depend on the invariants or on the breaking scale v.

Once the equality of the anomalies is established, it follows that asymptotic values of Ei

for taking si to ∞ and the sum rules (2.20) and (2.34) also match. The sum rules (2.34),

now normalized to, c are valid for the whole range of v including v = 0, the unbroken

phase.

We can relate the sum rules in special limits to particular contributions in the two

phases. Consider the sum rule for the discontinuity in q2 of the amplitude −3B − D,

which we denoted by E1 in the unbroken phase:

−1

π

∫

dq2 Imq2E1(q
2, k2

1, k
2
2) = 2 c (2.37)

At k2
1 = 0 or k2

2 = 0 the amplitude is singular since one has a branch point. One can,

however, approach the configuration k2
1 = k2

2 ≡ k2 = 0 as a limit in k2 approaching 0.

Since (2.37) holds also in the limit and the integrand has dimension −2 this implies

Imq2E1(q
2, 0, 0) = −2 c π δ(q2) (2.38)

This pole-like discontinuity, which is reached in a very special way due to the singularity

of the limit, gives a universal characterization of the anomaly. As shown above the

characterizations through the high invariant limit of the amplitude (2.19) or equivalently

the sum rules (2.20) are much more general and mathematically unambiguous.

In the broken phase generically the sum rule is saturated with massive states. If

however we go to the deep IR limit, i.e. v → ∞ when all the masses are sent to ∞
then also in the broken phase the saturation will be due only to massless states and

(2.38) must be valid. Generically in the broken phase there is a sector which preserves

conformal invariance which therefore could contribute to c. Outside this sector the only

generic massless state is the dilaton whose coupling in the q2-channel can produce the δ(q2)

dependence normalized to the coupling of the dilaton to the rest of the diagram. Therefore

the anomaly matching will constrain the dilaton couplings requiring their proportionality

to the difference between the anomaly in the unbroken phase and the anomaly of the

conformal sector in the broken phase.

In the deep IR limit of the broken phase the dilaton reproduces completely the anomaly.

We recall the implementation of this general relation. Assume that in the presence of the

external sources, the metric gµν and the sources J coupled to the additional primaries,

one has an anomaly:

δσW (gµν , J) =

∫

d4xσA(gµν , J) (2.39)

13



where W is the generating functional and A is the local anomaly functional containing

the normalization mentioned above. Then the dilaton effective action S(gµν , J,Σ), whose

variation reproduces the anomaly (2.39), is

S(gµν , J,Σ) = −
∫ 1

0

dt

∫

d4xΣA(g−tΣ
µν , J−tΣ) + Ψ(g−Σ

µν , J−Σ) (2.40)

where g−tΣ
µν , J−tΣ are the sources transformed by a Weyl parameter σ = −tΣ and Ψ an

arbitrary diffeomorphism invariant functional, contributing a Weyl invariant term. For

the ∆ = 2 model the dilaton effective action is

S(gµν , J,Σ) = −c

∫

d4x
√
gΣ J2 +Ψ

(

gµν exp (−2Σ), J exp (2Σ)
)

(2.41)

The second term is invariant under diffeomorphism and Weyl transformations. The first

term represents the ”dilaton coupling” to the two operators OO. In principle using its

analytic and covariance properties it can be separated from the general off-shell 〈ΣOO〉
correlator. In the IR limit of the broken phase when the effective action is expanded in

powers of all the momenta it is singled out by being the only “ultralocal” term which

contains J2 and survives when all momenta are zero. More generally, in the deep IR the

dilaton effective action is given by a polynomial expansion in momenta and the dilaton

coupling will always be defined such that it corresponds to the lowest independent terms

in the momentum expansion around zero.

3 Analysis of the Moduli Problem

Consider, again in d = 4, a dimension four scalar primary which has the special property

that it does not have a β-function, i.e. in particular its structure constant vanishes. Such

a primary, called “modulus” in the following, will have nevertheless a Type B anomaly

induced by its two-point function.3 In the first part of this section we will study the

anomaly structure of a CFT with one modulus. This will be generalized in the second

part to the case of several moduli.

3.1 The Anomaly Structure

The high dimension of the modulus compared with the ∆ = 2 model of the previous

section, produces new features which we will analyze. Coupling the operator to a source

J , which is Weyl invariant, the anomaly is

δσW = c

∫

d4xσ
√
g J ∆4J (3.1)

3Various aspects of this type of anomalies were studied in refs. [5–8].
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where ∆4 is the Fradkin-Tseytlin-Paneitz-Riegert (FTPR) operator [9–11] with the special

property that it transforms homogeneously under Weyl transformations with weight −4,

i.e. ∆4 → e−4σ∆4. Its explicit form will be given in (3.17).

The anomaly reflects the logarithmic divergence in correlators of two moduli with

any number of energy-momentum tensors. The corresponding diffeomorphism and Weyl

invariant counterterm is

c̄ log Λ2

∫

d4x
√
g J ∆4J (3.2)

The two-point function is

〈O(p)O(−p)〉 ≡ Γ(2(p) = −2 c̄ (p2)2 log p2/Λ2 (3.3)

As for the previous case, we want to understand the cut-off independent characterization

of the anomaly as it appears in the correlator of two moduli and one energy-momentum

tensor. Since the modulus operator O is a Lorentz scalar, the decomposition in invariant

amplitudes is formally identical to the one in the previous section, (2.7), but now the

invariant amplitudes have positive dimensions: +4 for the A amplitude and +2 for the

B,C,D amplitudes. The derivation of the Ward identities is similar; the diffeo identities

are identical to the first two equations of (2.12), while the Weyl equation, the third

equation in (2.12), does not have a right hand side besides the anomaly since the source

J is invariant under a Weyl transformation.

The amplitudes have UV divergences. Since we want to preserve conformal invariance,

the normalization conditions corresponding to power divergences are put to zero. There-

fore the A and B,C,D amplitudes obey triply, respectively doubly subtracted dispersion

relations. In order to deal with finite amplitudes we use the fact that the logarithmically

divergent contributions obey the Ward identities, since the counterterm is invariant un-

der both diffeomorphisms and Weyl transformations. We can then shift the amplitudes

by terms containing logarithms and these shifts will remove the two-point contributions

which contain the cut-off since the counterterm fixes completely the form of the logarith-

mic divergence. We list the shifts which follow from the structure of the counterterm

(3.2):

A → A +
c̄

6

(

q4 − q2(k2
1 + k2

2)− 6 k2
1 k

2
2

) (

log k2
1/Λ

2 + log k2
2/Λ

2
)

B → B − c̄

6

(

q2 − k2
1 − k2

2)
(

log k2
1/Λ

2 + log k2
2/Λ

2
)

C → C − c̄

2

(

k2
1 − k2

2

) (

log k2
1/Λ

2 + log k2
2/Λ

2
)

D → D +
c̄

2

(

q2 + k2
1 + k2

2

) (

log k2
1/Λ

2 + log k2
2/Λ

2
)

(3.4)

After these shifts the Ward Identities for the finite shifted amplitudes have the form

A + q2B + q · r C =
c̄

2

(

k4
1 − k4

2)
(

log k2
2 − log k2

1

)

(3.5a)

q2C + q · r D =
c̄

2

(

k4
1 + k4

2

)(

log k2
1 − log k2

2

)

(3.5b)
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4A+ q2B + 2 q · r C + r2D = c
(

(k2
1)

2 + (k2
2)

2
)

(3.5c)

where we assumed that the Weyl Ward identity can be anomalous and we used the form

of the anomaly (3.1) expanded around the flat metric ηµν .

Using (3.5a) we re-express (3.5c) in terms of the dimension 2 amplitudes

−q2
(

3B+D
)

−2 q·r C+2
(

k2
1+k2

2

)

D+2 c̄
(

k4
1−k4

2

)(

log k2
1−log k2

2

)

=
c

4

(

(k2
1)

2+(k2
2)

2
)

(3.6)

We can absorb the additional k dependent term in the l.h.s. in a redefinition of C:

C ≡ C̄ − c̄
(

k2
1 + k2

2

)(

log k2
1 − log k2

2

)

(3.7)

Now (3.7) has the form

s1E1(s1, s2, s3) + s2E2(s1, s2, s3) + s3E3(s1, s2, s3) = Q(s1, s2, s3) (3.8)

which generalizes (2.15). We pause again to discuss in general the properties of this

positive dimensional anomaly structure. In (3.7) the amplitudes Ei have dimension N ,

while Q, which contains the normalization of the anomaly, is a homogenous polynomial

in s1, s2, s3 of dimension N+2. To keep the discussion general, we take N to be a positive

even integer or 0. The amplitudes Ei have the special feature that they do not contain the

cut-off scale, i.e. they are UV convergent in spite of their non-negative dimension. This

means that they have convergent dispersion relations in any of the s variables. This is

possible only if the amplitude as an analytic function has all its singularities in a dimension

−2 function and the overall dimension is made up by integer powers of the s variables.

Therefore the amplitudes Ei have the special form

Ei(s1, s2, s3) = ΣkPk(s1, s2, s3)Ẽ
(k)
i (s1, s2, s3) (3.9)

where Pk are monomials formed from the s-variables of total dimension N + 2 and E
(k)
i

are dimension −2 analytic functions. The summation is over all monomials which are

compatible with the total dimension N . The dispersion relations for Ei will be convergent:

the discontinuity is coming from Ẽ
(k)
i multiplied by the monomial and in the dispersion

relation itself the monomial is simply taken outside the integral if it does not involve the

integration variable si; if si is part of the monomial it provides “free” subtractions at

si = 0, getting also outside the integral.

Using (3.9) we can repeat our discussion following (2.15) to determine the special

features of the dimension −2 amplitudes Ẽ
(k)
i (s1, s2, s3) related to the presence of the

anomaly polynomial Q in the r.h.s. Taking an asymptotic expansion in each of the

variables si and equating the corresponding terms on the two sides of the equation one

obtains the equivalent relations

Ẽ
(k)
i −−−→

si→∞

fk
i (c)

si
+O

(

sj , sk
s2i

[log si]
p

)

(3.10)
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and

−1

π

∫

dxiImiẼ
(k)
i (xi, sj, sk) = fk

i (c) (3.11)

where fk
i (c) are pure numbers depending on the anomaly polynomial Q. In particular

some of these coefficients could be zero if the appropriate term does not appear in Q.

The leading terms in the asymptotic expansion give relations as specified by (3.11) while

non-leading ones have generically sums of terms. Saturating (3.11) with δ-function type

discontinuities at special configurations when only one invariant is left is generically prob-

lematic also in this case. For type B anomalies at least one of the expressions appearing

in (3.10) is given by a diffeomorphism Ward identity involving the two-point function and

then comparing it with (3.10) we get the desired relation between the anomaly in the

unbroken phase and the normalization of the two-point function.

We return now to the moduli anomaly. To simplify again the argument we choose the

nonsingular kinematical configuration k2
1 = k2

2 ≡ k2. For the D amplitude the relevant

expansion is

D(q2, k2) = (k2)2D̃(q2, k2) + .... (3.12)

and then clearly the behaviour of D̃ is similar to the behaviour of D for the ∆ = 2 model

of the previous section. From the asymptotic expansion of (3.5b) in k2 we obtain

D̃ → c̄

k2
(3.13)

and using the expansion in (3.6) we find c = 2 c̄ from the matching with the (k2)2 in the

anomaly polynomial.

Clearly after the expansion of the positive dimension amplitudes in terms of dimension

−2 amplitudes the moduli problem (and a similar one for the anomalies of dimension 3

scalar operators) are mapped to the ∆ = 2 case. The anomaly matching follows from an

argument similar to the one used in Section 2 for the ∆ = 2 model: one considers again

the ratio of (3.9) in the unbroken and broken phases in the deep Euclidean limit. Equating

the ratio of the anomaly polynomials in the same limit the equality of the normalizations

follows. In particular for a single modulus the dilaton effective action is:

S(gµν , J,Σ) = −c

∫

d4xΣ
√
g J ∆4J +Ψ(gµν exp−2Σ, J) (3.14)

where Ψ is an arbitrary diffeomorphism invariant functional. The dilaton coupling is

defined by the normalization of the unique local term with four derivatives in the expansion

of the effective action.

We comment that a similar analysis can be performed for the type B anomaly generated

by a dimension +3 scalar primary coupled to a dimension −1 source J where

δσW = c

∫

d4xσ
√
g J ∆2J ∆2 = �− 1

6
R (3.15)
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3.2 The role of source reparametrizations

We consider now moduli in d = 4, i.e. dimension 4 scalar primaries Oi, i = 1, ..., N, which

have the special property that the structure constants of any three moduli (including

the same modulus) vanish. This prevents the appearance of higher than linear terms of

log Λ2 in the three-point correlator and therefore a vanishing of the β function in lowest

order. We assume that the higher order constraints leading to the exact vanishing of

the β function are also fulfilled. Then the moduli can be added to the action with finite

coefficients and conformality is preserved. We diagonalize the two-point correlators of the

moduli which is always possible in a unitary CFT and we normalize the operators such

that after diagonalization the two-point function is proportional to the unit matrix.

We couple the moduli to sources J i via4

∫

d4x
√
γ

N
∑

i=1

J i Oi (3.16)

The sources are inert under Weyl transformations and as a consequence one can redefine

them through local functions without interfering with their Weyl transformation proper-

ties. We will discuss the meaning and role of these transformations for type B anomalies.

Since different type B anomalies can mix under the transformations we need a complete

list of these anomalies.

In order to simplify the analysis, we will use the one-to-one relation between type B

anomalies and logarithmic counterterms which is valid in the unbroken phase and we will

classify the logarithmic counterterms. Since counterterms preserve the diffeomorphism

and Weyl symmetries, they are constructed from local scalar integrands which transform

homogeneously with weight −4 under Weyl transformations. We list these local expres-

sions for a single source J when J is acted upon by derivative operators.

I1(J) ≡ ∆4J ≡
(

✷
2 +

1

3
(∇µR)∇µ + 2Rµν∇µ∇ν −

2

3
R�

)

J (3.17)

where ∆4 is the FTPR operator [9–11].

I2(J) ≡ �J �J +2∇µ∇νJ ∇µ∇νJ +4∇µJ ∇µ�J +4

(

Rµν − 1

6
gµνR

)

∇µJ ∇νJ (3.18)

I3(J) ≡ ✷J∇µJ∇µJ + 2∇µ∇νJ∇µJ∇νJ (3.19)

I4(J) ≡ ∇µJ∇µJ∇νJ∇νJ (3.20)

The counterterms contain the integrated expressions

Ck ≡
∫

d4x
√
γ Ik(J) (3.21)

4In this section we use γ for the space-time metric and reserve g for the Zamolodchikov metric.
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Since I1, I3 are total derivatives the corresponding C1, C3 vanish. Of course we expect

these vanishings since in the unbroken phase there is no expectation value for O and the

correlator of three O also vanishes. Therefore we will get just the counterterms C2, C4.

We can get form the densities I1, I3 non-vanishing counterterms if we multiply them with

additional powers of J . These counterterms are, however, not independent. For example

∫

d4x
√
γ J I1(J) = −C2 (3.22)

and
∫

d4x
√
γ J I3(J) = −C4 (3.23)

The counterterms produce type B anomalies by using the same integrands in the variation

of the effective action5

δσW = ck

∫

d4xσ(x)
√
γ Ik(J) k = 2, 4 (3.24)

where ck gives the normalization of the anomaly.

The equivalence of counterterms of the type discussed above, which was based on

integration by parts, can produce additional terms when derivatives act on σ. These

expressions, being Weyl invariant and vanishing for x-independent σ, represent therefore,

if cohomologically nontrivial, possible type A anomalies. It is an interesting question if

type A anomalies for moduli can be realized physically, but we limit our discussion just

to type B and therefore we ignore the possible type A anomalies which may appear in the

equivalence relations.

When we have more than one source, any combination of sources in the expressions

above would produce a priori independent anomalies. The counterterms /anomalies

(3.18),(3.20) represent just the simplest terms in infinite families of moduli anomalies.

Consider, as an example starting from (3.18), the family of anomalies

c{k}ij

∫

d4xσ
√
γ Jk1 . . . Jkn

(

�J i
�J j + 2∇µ∇νJ i ∇µ∇νJ

j

+ 4∇µJ i ∇µ�J j + 4
(

Rµν − 1
6
gµνR

)

∇µJ
i ∇νJ

j
)

(3.25)

with a priori independent universal, i.e. scheme independent normalizations c{k}ij. Obvi-

ously these expressions are still Weyl invariant and they represent new possible anomalies.

They correspond to single logarithmic divergences in the correlators of k + 2 moduli

with theory dependent normalizations. In expressions (3.25) summation over all (k + 2)!

permutations of the k + 2 indices of c{k}ij are understood, irrespective of whether they

are all different or not. This ensures Bose symmetry of the moduli correlators which are

derived from them. This also applies to all the following expressions.

5This relation to type B anomalies which, by definition, have a Weyl invariant anomaly density, is the

reason why above we listed only Weyl invariant densities.
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The reduction of counterterms built from the I1, I3 structures to the counterterms

of type C2, C4 is valid in the general situation when we have an arbitrary number of

sources and the structures can be multiplied by arbitrary products of sources. This is

a consequence of the complete symmetrization on the sources which is valid for all our

expressions. Indeed let us consider a typical identity for a single source used in the

integration by parts when proving the equivalence of the counterterms:

✷Jp = pJp−1
✷J + p(p− 1)Jp−2∇µJ∇µJ (3.26)

The same relation is valid if we have complete symmetrization of p sources, i.e.

�(Ji1 ...Jip)S = p(�Ji1 ...Jip)S + p(p− 1)(∇µJi1∇µJi2 ...Jip)S (3.27)

where we put an index S to remind us that the expressions are completely symmetrized.

It follows that we can repeat the integration by parts manipulations for many sources by

simply doing the calculation for a single source and in the final result replace the appro-

priate expressions for many sources, completely symmetrized. We obtain that generically

an expression based on I1 gives us linear combinations of expressions based on I2 and I4
while an expression based on I3 gives just expressions of the I4 type.

A convenient way to treat all the independent anomalies corresponding to I2 and I4 is

to sum over the sources and then the two families of anomalies will be characterized by

two families of functions hij(J) and tijkl(J), respectively:

∫

d4xσ
√
γ hij(J)

(

�J i
�J j + 2∇µ∇νJ i ∇µ∇νJ

j

+ 4∇µJ i ∇µ�J j + 4
(

Rµν − 1
6
gµνR

)

∇µJ
i ∇νJ

j
)

(3.28)

∫

d4xσ
√
γ tijkl(J)∇µJ i∇µJ

j∇νJk∇νJ
l (3.29)

The coefficients c{k}ij are recovered from hij(J) and tijkl(J) by a Taylor expansion around

Ji = 0 for i = 1, ..., N .

These two sets of functions contain all the information about the Type B anomalies

of moduli in d = 4. All the expressions are completely symmetrized in the sources. A

partial constraint following from this is that hij and tijkl are symmetric under interchange

of i with j and of k with l.

Consider now possible reparametrizations of the sources

Jk = fk(J ′) (3.30)

where fk are Taylor expandable around J ′i = 0, invertible as a power series and start

with a normalized linear term, i.e.

fk(J ′) = J ′k +O((J ′)2) (3.31)
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Obviously the sources J ′i are also inert under Weyl transformations. The change of

variables induces reparametrizations in the generating functional, which now will depend

on J ′, and therefore a reparametrization of the coefficients of the terms which contain

single logarithms which are at the origin of the anomalies. To follow the same convention

after the change of variables we do a complete summation over permutations of the J ′

variables. Since the possible anomalies with J ′i as sources are characterized by the same

basis of space-time integrands, now written in terms of J ′i, the new coefficient functions

can be read off the explicit form of the anomaly. As the simplest example we consider

the anomaly (3.29) which was first discussed in [12].

Doing the reparametrization of the anomaly the transformation of the coefficient func-

tion is

t′ijkl(J
′) = tmnpr(J(J

′))
∂Jm

∂J ′i

∂Jn

∂J ′j

∂Jp

∂J ′k

∂Jr

∂J ′l
(3.32)

A similar procedure will give the transformation rules for h′
ij(J

′), which will involve a linear

combination of hij(J) and tijkl(J). Clearly the functional dependence of the anomaly

functions is not fully physical since changing the sources through reparametrization does

not change the physical meaning while changing the functional form. We stress that there

is no a priori constraint on the transformation properties of the anomaly functions: they

follow from the explicit form of the anomalies we choose as a basis by simply doing the

change of variables on the anomaly formulae.

We need to understand the relation between the reparametrizations and the correlators

of the moduli. The original sources J i were coupled to the moduli operators Oj through

the coupling (3.16). The correlators of the moduli were defined by the Taylor expansion

of the generating functional, i.e. the coefficient of Jk1(x1)...J
kn(xn) in its expansion gives

the correlator

〈Ok1(x1)Ok2(x2) · · ·Okn(xn)〉 (3.33)

After the change of variables, expanding now in powers of J ′, their coefficients will be

given by linear combinations of the general form

〈Ok1(x1)Ok2(x2) · · ·Okn(xn)〉+
∑

i 6=j

arijδ(xi − xj)〈Ok1(x1) · · ·Okr(xj) · · ·Okn(xn)〉

+
∑

i 6=j 6=k 6=i

brijkδ(xi − xj) δ(xi − xk)〈Ok1(x1) · · ·Okr(xk) · · ·Okn(xn)〉+ . . .
(3.34)

The second term of the first line is a sum over (n−1)-point functions where the two

operators Oki(xi) and Okj (xj) have been replaced by δ(xi − xj)a
r
ijOkr(xj), the third line

is a sum of (n−2)-point functions where three operators have been replaced by one, etc.

The coefficients arij , b
r
ijk etc. are determined by the (derivatives of the) functions f r in the

change of basis (3.30). Therefore, compared with the original correlators, the new ones

have “semilocal” contributions when expressed in terms of the old correlators, i.e. contri-

butions of lower order correlators multiplied by δ-functions. The only correlators which

are not changed by the reparametrization invariance are the two-point functions since

the one-point functions, which could have given a semilocal contribution, are zero in the
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unbroken phase. So depending on the sources, semilocal contributions could be present.

We do not, however, have an intrinsic definition for such contributions and we can identify

only their relative appearance between two sets of correlators which correspond to two

choices of sources, which are related by a reparametrization. We therefore conclude that

all choices of sources which are related by reparametrizations are equivalent and contain

the same universal information. Therefore, all dependence on the sources, including the

functional form of the anomaly functions, should be taken modulo reparametrizations in

order to obtain the regularization independent universal information about the respective

CFT.

Once this is understood we could obtain additional information about the anomaly

functions. Let us consider, as an example, the three J contributions in the anomalies.

Since there is no intrinsic anomaly starting with three J , terms of this type can appear

only in the hij anomaly. In light of the previous discussion this means that this must be

true modulo reparametrizations, i.e. there should exist a choice of sources for which the

three J terms vanish. But in an arbitrary parametrization one could have a three J term,

reflecting a semilocal three-point function:

δ(x− y)〈O(y)O(z)〉 (3.35)

It follows that three J contributions in the hij anomaly are possible since by choosing the

quadratic terms in the fk(J) functions we could put them to zero.

We do not have similar constraints for (3.29). Even though the structure constants

vanish for three moduli, one can still have an unremovable logarithm in correlators with

four and more moduli: in a block decomposition one has couplings between two moduli

and other primaries which are not moduli and a logarithm may be produced.

Finally we want to use the previous discussion to produce a basis for the two re-

maining independent anomalies which have simple transformation rules for the anomaly

functions characterizing them. We stress that this is not a logical necessity which imposes

constraints on the theory but just a convenient choice. The functions tijkl for the (3.29)

anomaly already have simple transformation rules (3.32), so we will concentrate on (3.28).

The new form should still be a functional only of hij which contains all the universal

information. Therefore the new terms we add could depend only on hij . They should be

Weyl invariant in order that the new form continues to be a type B anomaly. We have

the option to add a term based on the kinematical structure I3(J) which we know to be

reducible to I4(J). We use this option normalizing the contribution to a “connection”

derived from hij . In addition we can add a term with the form of (3.29) but again with a

normalization dependent on hij . Therefore at the end these two modifications amount to

a redefinition of tijkl by an additive hij dependent term. We arrive therefore at the new
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form of (3.28)

Â =

∫ √
γ σ gij

{

�̂J i
�̂J j + 2 ∇̂µ∇̂νJ i ∇̂µ∇̂νJ

j + 4∇µJ i ∇̂µ�̂J j

+ 4

(

Rµν − 1

6
gµνR

)

∇µJ
i ∇νJ

j
}

(3.36)

where
∇̂µ∇̂νJ

i = ∇µ∇νJ
i + Γi

kl ∂µJ
k ∂νJ

l

∇̂µ�̂J i = ∇µ�̂ji + Γi
kl ∇µJ

k
�̂J l

(3.37)

and

Γi
jk =

1

2
gim (∂kgmj + ∂lgjm − ∂mgij) (3.38)

and we replaced hij with gij to stress that they have different transformation properties

under reparametrizations. Indeed if we work out the reparametrization of (3.36) we obtain

that gij transforms as a symmetric tensor. We remark again that (3.28) and (3.36) are

completely equivalent as far as the universal information they carry is concerned and are

equally correct forms for the type B anomaly. Due to the simple transformation properties

of gij it is easy to check the vanishing requirement for thee three J contribution in a given

“frame”: simply one can choose Riemann normal coordinates where gij(0) = δij and

Γi
jk(0) = 0, and then from the form of (3.36) it is evident.

The expression (3.36) is clearly Weyl invariant, being a linear combination of the

previous anomalies with special choices of the anomaly functions.

We now discuss the meaning and transformation properties of the “Zamolodchikov

metric” related to the above general discussion. The Zamolodchikov metric is defined [13]

by first deforming the original CFT through the addition of a term

∑

k

J̄k

∫

d4x
√
γOk (3.39)

where J̄k are finite deformation parameters. Then the two-point functions of the moduli

〈OjOl〉 are studied in the deformed theory and their normalization, defined by a matrix

ḡjl(J̄), gives the “Zamolodchikov metric”. Since the analytic structure of the two-point

function is completely fixed by conformal invariance, the normalization is also the nor-

malization of the logarithmic dependence and therefore the metric is closely related to the

type B anomaly. We want to study the details of this relation, in particular the covariance

of the metric under a reparametrization of the deformation parameters J̄k.

Though the generating functional’s dependence on the sources is defined as an expan-

sion in Jk around Jk = 0, it is believed to have a finite radius of convergence and therefore

can be expanded also around J̄k, giving the correlators of the deformed theory.

To discuss this concretely, let us choose the “covariant scheme” (3.36) and expand

Jk(x) as:

Jk(x) = J̄k + J̃k(x) (3.40)
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Then Taylor expanding in J̃ and keeping only quadratic terms, we obtain for the anomaly

A =

∫

d4xσ
√
γ gij(J̄)

[

�J̃ j
�J̃ l + 2∇µ∇ν J̃ j ∇µ∇ν J̃

l

+ 4∇µJ̃ j ∇µ�J̃ l + 4
(

Rµν − 1
6
gµνR

)

∇µJ̃
j ∇ν J̃

l
]

(3.41)

This expression can be completed with the additional terms in J̃k to make it a type B

anomaly in the deformed theory at generic Jk, but they are not needed for our argument.

The lowest term above represents the metric in J̃k at J̄k, which is the normalization of

the two-point function of the moduli without insertions of the energy-momentum tensor,

i.e. the Zamolodchikov metric.

Therefore one can immediately identify gij(J̄) with the Zamolodchikov metric. It

contains all the universal information about the infinite class of type B anomalies defined

in the undeformed theory, i.e. the coefficients of the single logarithms in correlators of any

number of moduli operators. The covariance properties of the Zamolodchikov metric are

simply inherited from those of the anomaly metric. Even though the metric reflects the

two-point function at the deformed point it reflects the infinite summation of all higher

order correlators. Different parametrizations of the deformed point contain the scheme

dependence as semi-local contributions could contribute and produce the transformation

of the metric. The semilocal contributions do not have an intrinsic (universal) meaning,

unless some higher symmetry is introduced.

The above argument misses an important aspect of the Zamolodchikov metric as char-

acterizing also the global features of the moduli space. It assumes that the “path” between

the “perturbative expansion point J = 0” and the finite point J̄ is unique. This is not

generically true: one can have “holonomies” on the moduli space related to its global

properties. The anomaly approach being intrinsically perturbative misses the informa-

tion about this structure and it is a very interesting problem to try to find such a global

information in the anomalies.

Finally the above identification gives us a simple argument for the matching of the

gij(J) anomaly normalizations. The Zamolodchikov metric gives the normalization of

the two-point function for the deformed theory at J̄k. As we argued in Section 3 this

normalization is matched through the relation to the three-point function to the anomaly

in the broken phase. The matching occurs for a give scheme for J and it is covariant

under a reparametrization.

Similar considerations can be made for the second anomaly (3.29) in the deformed

theory. Its normalization for the lowest term, the logarithmic term in the correlator

of four moduli, defines a Zamolodchikov-Osborn tensor which is given by tijlm(J̄
j). Its

covariance properties under repametrizations of J̄k are again given by (3.32).
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4 Energy-Momentum Tensor Three-Point Function

We now turn to the case in which Weyl anomalies were originally discussed, the three-

point function of the energy-momentum tensor in d = 4,

Γ
(3)
µν,ρσ,αβ(k1, k2, k3) ≡ 〈Tµν(k1) Tρσ(k2) Taβ(k3)〉 with k1 + k2 + k3 = 0 (4.1)

It is the O(h3) term in the expansion of the effective action around Minkowski space. It

exhibits both Type A and Type B anomalies [14–17]. Here we will be mainly concerned

with the latter. Compared to the correlation functions which we discussed in the previous

sections, the one discussed here is far more involved due to the more complicated tensor

structure.

The correlation function (4.1) has dimension four and, in addition to the symmetries

implied by the symmetry of Tµν , it has S3 Bose symmetry under permutation of the

three pairs of indices. As already discussed in detail in [14], there are 137 possible tensor

structures, each of which is multiplied by an invariant amplitude which is a function of

the three independent kinematical invariants k2
1, k

2
2, k

2
3. The tensor indices can be carried

by the three momenta and the Minkowski metric. As the total dimension Γ(3) is four, the

amplitudes which multiply tensor structures where all six indices are carried by momenta,

have dimension −2, those where four indices are carried by momenta have dimension 0,

those where two indices are carried by momenta have dimension +2 and, finally, those

where all indices are carried by the metric, have dimension +4. Their numbers are 27,

63, 42 and 5, respectively. Among those only the 27 dimension −2 amplitudes are scheme

independent and therefore unambiguous and our analysis is based on them.

In general space-time dimension the tensor structures are independent, however in

integer dimensions there are dimension-dependent special identities, so-called Schouten

identities. For d = 4, which we are interested in, there is one identity among the dimension

zero tensor structures which is the vanishing of the third metric variation of
∫ √

gE4 (c.f.

(4.13)). It vanishes as the integrand is a total derivatives.

Our aim is to generalize the analysis of the ∆ = 2 model of Section 2. More specifically,

by choosing appropriate linear combinations we look for diffeomorphism and Weyl Ward

identities which involve only the 27 dimension −2 amplitudes. In a second step we use a

diffeomorphism Ward identity to fix the normalization of the Type B anomaly in terms

of the normalization of the two-point function.

Due to Bose symmetry the invariant amplitudes come in S3 orbits, where S3 acts on the

arguments. There are orbits of length 6, 3, 2 and 1. In the first case the amplitudes have

no symmetry under exchange of any two arguments while in the last case they are totally

symmetric. To make the S3 symmetry manifest we use a basis for the tensor structures

where the independent momenta are chosen as follows: the indices (µ, ν) are carried by

k2, k3, indices (ρ, σ) by k3, k1 and (α, β) by k1, k2. Of course the indices can also be carried

by the metric. A similar discussion can be found in [17], which we closely followed.

As for the final analysis of the Ward identities only the dimension −2 amplitudes,
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where all six tensor indices are carried by momenta, enter, we will only enumerate those.

We introduce the following notation for their tensor structures, e.g.

(23; 13; 12) = k2
µk

3
νk

1
ρk

3
σk

1
αk

2
β (4.2)

and for the invariant amplitudes

A
{ijl}
I = AI(k

2
i , k

2
j , k

2
l ) (4.3)

Then the seven S3 orbits of the dimension −2 amplitudes are

(1) A
{123}
1 (22; 11; 11) + A

{213}
1 (22; 11; 22) + A

{132}
1 (33; 11; 11)

+ A
{231}
1 (22; 33; 22) + A

{312}
1 (33; 33; 11) + A

{321}
1 (33; 33; 22)

(2) A
{123}
2 (33; 11; 12) + A

{213}
2 (22; 33; 12)k + A

{132}
2 (22; 13; 11)

+ A
{231}
2 (23; 11; 22) + A

{312}
2 (33; 13; 22) + A

{321}
2 (23; 33; 11)

(3) A
{123}
3 (22; 33; 11) + A

{213}
3 (33; 11; 22) A

{ijk}
3 = A

{jki}
3 = A

{kij}
3

(4) A
{123}
4 (22; 11; 12) + A

{312}
4 (33; 13; 11) + A

{321}
4 (23; 33; 22) A

{ijk}
4 = A

{jik}
4

(5) A
{123}
5 (23; 13; 12) A

{123}
5 = A

{231}
5 = A

{312}
5 = A

{213}
5 = A

{321}
5 = A

{132}
5

(6) A
{123}
6 (23; 11; 12) + A

{213}
6 (22; 13; 12) + A

{132}
6 (23; 13; 11)

+ A
{231}
6 (23; 13; 22) + A

{312}
6 (33; 13; 12) + A

{321}
6 (23; 33; 12)

(7) A
{123}
7 (23; 11; 11) + A

{231}
7 (22; 13; 22) + A

{312}
7 (33; 33; 12) A

{ijk}
7 = A

{ikj}
7

(4.4)

This defines the 27 dimension −2 invariant amplitudes, but there are only seven indepen-

dent functions of three arguments. In any particular CFT they are fixed.

The Ward identities are derived as follows. We expand the generating functional for

connected correlation functions as

W = log

∫

Dφ e−S[φ,g]

=
1

2!

∫

dx dy Γ̃(2)
µν,ρσ(x, y) h

µν(x) hρσ(y)

+
1

3!

∫

dx dy dz Γ̃
(3)
µν,ρσ,αβ(x, y, z) h

µν(x) hρσ(y) hαβ(z) + . . .

(4.5)

where

hµν = gµν − ηµν (4.6)

We note that Γ̃(n) differs from the n-point function of the energy-momentum tensor by a

factor (−1/2)n. This follows form the definition

〈Tµν〉 = − 2√
g

δ

δgµν
W (4.7)
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We are interested in the variation of W under infinitesimal diffeomorphisms and Weyl

transformations of the metric

δξgµν = ∇µξν +∇νξµ (diffeo.)

δσgµν = 2 σ gµν (Weyl)
(4.8)

Expanded to first order in hµν these translate to

δξh
µν = −∂µξν − ∂νξµ − hµρ∂ρξ

ν − hνρ∂ρξ
µ + ξρ∂ρh

µν (diffeo.)

δσh
µν = −2 σ (ηµν + hµν) (Weyl)

(4.9)

As before, we assume a regularization which preserves diffeomorphism invariance of W .

Evaluating δξW = 0 at O(h2) results in the diffeomorphism Ward identity, which in

momentum space reads

kµ
1Γ

(3)
µν,ρσ,αβ(k1, k2, k3) = k1ρΓ

(2)
νσ,αβ(k3) + k1σΓ

(2)
ρν,αβ(k3) + k1αΓ

(2)
ρσ,νβ(k2)

+ k1βΓ
(2)
ρσ,α,ν(k2)− k2νΓ

(2)
ρσ,αβ(k3)− k3νΓ

(2)
ρσ,αβ(k2)

(4.10)

Due to the anomaly, W is not invariant under Weyl transformations:

δσW =

∫

d4x
√
g σA(x) (4.11)

In d = 4 there are two cohomologically non-trivial CP-even solutions to the Wess-Zumino

consistency condition, parametrized by theory dependent constants a and c, and a coho-

mologically trivial one, parametrized by b,

A = c C2 − aE4 + b�R (4.12)

where

E4 = RµνρσRµνρσ − 4RµνRµν +R2 (4.13)

is the Euler density and C2 = CµνρσCµνρσ the square of the Weyl tensor. Only the

cohomologically non-trivial solutions are true anomalies as they cannot be removed by

addition of a local counterterm to the generating functional.

The Weyl Ward identity in momentum space is

ηµνΓ
(3)
µν,ρσ,αβ(k1, k2, k3) = 2 Γ

(2)
ρσ,αβ(k2) + 2 Γ

(2)
ρσ,αβ(k3) +Aρσ,αβ(k2, k3) (4.14)

where Aρσ,αβ is obtained from the expansion of (4.12) to O(h2).

For each of the Ward identities (4.10) and (4.14) there are two more, where the diver-

gence and trace are w.r.t. to the second and third energy-momentum tensor, respectively.

They easily follow from those given by Bose symmetry. All these Ward identities hold

both in the broken and in the unbroken phase, a priori with different anomaly coefficients.
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The final ingredient which we need is the two-point function Γ
(2)
µν,ρσ(k). It is not anoma-

lous and its tensor structure is fixed by conservation and tracelessness to be that of the

O(h2) term in the expansion of C2, as discussed in the Introduction:

Γ(2)
µν.ρσ(k) = Πµν,ρσ(k) f(k

2) =

(

πµν πρσ −
3

2

(

πµρ πνσ + πµσ πνρ

)

)

f(k2) (4.15)

where

πµν = k2 ηµν − kµ kν (4.16)

In the unbroken phase,

f(k2) =
4

3
c̄ log(k2/Λ2) (4.17)

while in the broken phase f(k2) is more complicated and not known generally, except that

for k2 ≫ v2 it approaches (4.17).

The analysis of the Ward identities now proceeds in several steps, which are analogous

to the ones which we followed in Section 2. Due to the large number of tensor structures

and invariant amplitudes and the fact that their range of dimension is from +4 to −2,

it is considerably more involved and we will skip most of the straightforward but tedious

details.6

In the first step we insert the expansion of Γ
(3)
µν,ρσ,αβ in invariant amplitudes into the

(non-anomalous) diffeomorphism Ward identities. Separating the resulting tensor struc-

tures7 leads to a large number of homogeneous and inhomogeneous linear relations be-

tween the invariant amplitudes. The coefficients are homogeneous polynomials in the

three kinematical invariants and the inhomogeneities, if present, are f(ki) multiplied by

a non-negative power of k2
i . By taking linear combinations we obtain relations which

involve only dimension −2 amplitudes and f(k2
i ). The simplest such relation which we

find and which we will use later, is

(

s1−s2−s3
)

A
{213}
1 +

(

s3+s1−s2
)

A
{123}
1 +

(

s2−s1
)

A
{123}
4 = 4

(

f(s1)−f(s2)
)

(4.18)

plus two others which are related by Bose symmetry. Here, as before,

s1 = k2
1 , s2 = k2

2 , s3 = k2
3 (4.19)

This identity is satisfied in the unbroken and in the broken phase, where in the former

f(k2) is given by (4.17). Note that in these relations the UV cut-off Λ cancels, as required

by the fact the all amplitudes in these relations are of dimension −2 and therefore finite,

i.e. cut-off independent.

We now turn to the Weyl Ward identities. Inserting the expansion of Γ(3) in invariant

amplitudes leads to new inhomogeneous linear relations between them, where the inho-

mogeneities now contain f(k2
i ) and the anomaly coefficients a and c and b. Again all

coefficients are simple homogeneous polynomials of the kinematical invariants.

6For which we used the xAct Mathematica package [18].
7Here it is advantageous to convert to a basis which involves only two of the momenta, e.g. k1 and k2.
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As in the analysis of Section 2, adding to them appropriate linear combinations of the

diffeomorphisms Ward identities, we obtain (anomalous) relations which involve only di-

mension −2 amplitudes. The simplest such relation which, furthermore, does not contain

f(k2
i ) and only the type B Weyl anomaly coefficient c, is of the general type of (1.4),

s1E1 + s2E2 + s3E3 =
8

3
c (4.20a)

with

E1 = A
{213}
1 + A

{132}
2 − A

{231}
2 − 1

2
A

{123}
4 + A

{123}
6 −A

{213}
6 − A

{123}
7 + A

{231}
7

E2 = A
{123}
1 − A

{132}
2 + A

{231}
2 − 1

2
A

{123}
4 − A

{123}
6 + A

{213}
6 + A

{123}
7 − A

{231}
7

E3 = −A
{123}
1 − A

{213}
1 + A

{132}
2 + A

{231}
2 − 1

2
A

{123}
4 − A

{123}
7 −A

{231}
7

(4.20b)

and again two more related by Bose symmetry. We will show below that the anomaly c

is fixed by c̄, the normalization of the two-point function.

We also find anomalous Weyl Ward identities between the dimension −2 amplitudes

which involve only the type A anomaly coefficient a, e.g.

s1E1 + s2E2 + s3E3 = −16 a (4.21a)

with

E1 = 2A
{123}
1 + 4A

{213}
1 + 2A

{132}
1 + 10A

{231}
1 + 2A

{312}
1 + 2A

{321}
1 + A

{123}
2 − 9A

{213}
2

− 2A
{132}
2 − 2A

{312}
2 − 2A

{321}
2 + 2A

{123}
3 − 4A

{213}
3 − 3A

{123}
4 − 2A

{312}
4 + 3A

{321}
4

− A
{123}
5 + A

{123}
6 + 3A

{213}
6 + 2A

{132}
6 −A

{312}
6 + A

{123}
6 − 2A

{123}
7 + 2A

{231}
7 + 7A

{312}
7

E2 = −2A
{213}
1 + 6A

{231}
1 + A

{123}
2 − 9A

{213}
2 + 2A

{231}
2 + 4A

{312}
2 − 2A

{213}
3 + A

{123}
4 − 3A

{321}
4

− A
{123}
5 −A

{123}
6 + A

{213}
6 − 4A

{231}
6 + A

{312}
6 + 9A

{231}
6 + 4A

{231}
7 − 9A

{312}
7

E3 = −4A
{213}
1 − 10A

{231}
1 − 4A

{321}
1 − A

{123}
2 + 5A

{213}
2 + 4A

{231}
2 − 2A

{312}
2 − 4A

{213}
3 − A

{123}
4

+ 7A
{321}
4 − A

{123}
5 + A

{123}
6 + A

{213}
6 + 2A

{231}
6 + A

{312}
6 − 5A

{231}
6 − 2A

{231}
7 + 5A

{312}
7

(4.21b)

We now analyze the Ward identities. We start with (4.18). At s2 = s1 it is satisfied

identically and contains no information. A non-trivial relation is obtained if we first take

the derivative w.r.t. s1 before setting s2 = s1 and then taking the limit s1 → ∞ while

keeping s3 fixed. In doing so we recall that the amplitudes behave as A ∼ 1
si
logp si for

si → ∞. Therefore, in this limit, ∂siA is suppressed by one additional power. If we

furthermore use ∂s1f(s1) = 4 c̄/(3s1) as s1 → ∞, which is valid in both phases, we obtain

from (4.18) the relation

2A
{113}
1 − A

{113}
4 =

16 c̄

3 s1
(4.22)
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We now take the same limit in eq. (4.20). This yields

2A
{113}
1 −A

{113}
4 =

8 c

3 s1
(4.23)

Comparison gives

c = 2 c̄ 6= 0 (4.24)

The normalization of the type A anomaly, (4.21) cannot be reduced to the two-point

function. Any regularization respecting diffeomorphism invariance will produce the di-

mension −2 amplitudes corresponding to the three energy-momentum correlators which

appear in (4.21) and the value of a can be simply read off. In dimensional regularization

a is determined by the 0/0 contribution of a dimension zero amplitude. This amplitudes

vanishes in d = 4 due to the Schouten identity [4].

We will not discuss the dilaton effective action for this case but refer instead to the

literature, e.g. [3].

5 Conclusions

Our main result is a uniform description of type A and B trace anomalies in d = 4. As

we show the information about the anomaly is carried by a Ward identity of the general

form

s1E1(s1, s2, s3) + s2E2(s2, s3, s1) + s3E3(s3, s1, s2) = ct (5.1)

where si ≡ p2i are the kinematical invariants (pi are the three external momenta), Ei are

dimension −2 amplitudes, selected depending of the anomaly type and ct is a constant

which characterizes the strength of the anomaly being respectively related to a or c. The

basic Ward identity (5.1) can be translated into two equivalent, universal characterizations

of the anomaly:

Ei
si→∞−−−→ ct

si
+O

(

sj , sk
s2i

[log si]
p

)

(5.2)

and

−1

π

∫

dsi ImiEi(si, sj, sk) = ct (5.3)

where the imaginary part is obtained from the discontinuity with respect to the si invariant

while the other two invariants sj , sk are kept fixed.

After the amplitudes entering the anomaly equation are identified any single one of the

conditions (5.2), (5.3) implies all the others and also the validity of the basic equation

(5.1) with the same normalization. This depends crucially on the invariant amplitudes

having dimension −2 and obeying the standard analyticity of QFT. In particular the high

invariant behaviour for one of the amplitudes can be related to the two-point function

for type B and to the structure of an invariant amplitude in the three-point function in

dimensional regularization which vanishes in d = 4 for type A. Once the basic equation
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(5.1) is established trace anomaly matching is immediate: in the deep Euclidean limit the

invariant amplitudes of the unbroken and broken phases match and since the anomaly is

a constant this forces a and c to be the same in the two phases. The basic consequence

is then that the anomaly is invariant along the “flow”, i.e. a, c are independent of the

breaking scale v for the whole range v = 0, corresponding to the UV unbroken phase, to

v = ∞, the deep IR of the broken phase. This is happening while the individual invariant

amplitudes have a nontrivial dynamical dependence on the breaking scale v along the

“flow”.

Interestingly the same type of equation (5.1) is obeyed by chiral anomalies in d = 4.

This type of equation generalizes the anomaly information related to “Dolgov-Zakharov”

poles [19–21]. If sj , sk = 0 in (5.2), the sum rule is necessarily saturated by a ct δ(si)

singularity signaling a “pole”. Since, however, the configuration chosen is singular and

the amplitudes Ei having branch points at sj , sk = 0, the limit to the special configuration

should be taken carefully along special lines. Moreover the “poles” are effectively repre-

senting a collapsed branch cut or a collision of two logarithmic branch points in the limit.

The relation between the dimension −2 invariant amplitudes appearing in the different

anomalies is puzzling. In particular the chiral anomaly amplitudes have opposite P and T

parities compared with the trace anomaly ones and related to that they appear in a phase

in the Euclidean configuration space. Moreover when the conformal group is extended to

the superconformal one [22] they appear in the same supermultiplet. Understanding the

similarities/differences of these structures as reflected in the equations (5.1) obeyed by all

of them is an interesting question.

The three-point correlator of energy momentum tensors can be used to constrain the

possible values of the anomalies in unitary CFT as discussed in [23]. In certain kine-

matical configurations the correlator reduces to a diagonal matrix element of one energy

momentum tensor between two states obtained by acting on the vacuum with the other

two, respectively. It would be interesting to understand if this interpretation carries over

for the dimension −2 amplitudes constraining again their structure.
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Appendix A Explicit Realizations: Unbroken Phase

The general discussion presented in Sections 2 and 4 of the Ward identities and how

the anomaly is captured by the properties of dimension −2 amplitudes, can be explicitly

verified with the simplest CFT, namely a free massless scalar field. Here the correlators are
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one loop Feynman diagrams. As the analytic structure of two- and three-point functions

is completely fixed by conformal symmetry, the results derived for this simple model are

universal, the only free parameter being the normalization, i.e. the actual strength of the

anomaly. Furthermore, while the three-point function of Tµν computed via a one-loop

Feynman diagram is not identical to Γ
(3)
µν,ρσ,αβ , the dimensional −2 amplitudes can be

unambiguously obtained as they are not contaminated by semilocal terms.

In this appendix we discuss the unbroken phase while in Appendix B we discuss a

simple explicit calculable model of spontaneous breaking for which the results for the

broken phase can be checked.

For the conformally coupled scalar with action

S =
1

2

∫

ddx
√
g
(

∇µφ∇µφ+ ξ R φ2
)

ξ =
d− 2

4(d− 1)
(A.1)

the on-shell traceless and conserved energy-momentum tensor is

Tµν(φ) =
2√
g

δS

δgµν

∣

∣

∣

gµν=ηµν
= ∂µφ ∂νφ− 1

2
ηµν ∂

ρφ ∂ρφ+ ξ
(

ηµν�− ∂µ∂ν
)

φ2 (A.2)

We are interested in d = 4.

In the next section, when we discuss the spontaneously broken phase of this simple

model, we need to consider a massive free scalar. In the Lagrangian the mass term is

−1
2
M2 φ2 which contributes to the energy-momentum tensor as

∆Tµν =
1

2
ηµνM

2 φ2 (A.3)

which leads to an explicit breaking of Weyl invariance, i.e. on-shell one how has T µ
µ =

M2 φ2. In this Appendix we will use these general expressions for M = 0.

We start with the discussion of the correlator

〈Tµν(−q)O(k1)O(k2)〉 with O = φ2 (A.4)

The only contributing Feynman diagrams are logarithmically divergent triangle graphs.

There are two graphs with equal contributions to the amplitudes. From our discussion in

Section 2 it follows that the divergent part only contributes to the amplitude A in the de-

composition (2.7). This can be easily isolated and the finite amplitudes can be recognized

by their tensor structures. We assumed that the anomaly appears in Weyl invariance;

therefore a convenient regularization is dimensional regularization which respects diffeo-

morphism invariance. The finite, dimension −2 amplitudes are unambiguous, not being

affected by the contributions of semi-local terms of the type discussed in Section 3.2.

There are different ways to obtain the finite amplitudes. It turns out that in order to

explicitly check the features of the invariant amplitudes that we have discussed in Section

2, the most convenient way is the Passarino-Veltman [24] decomposition, which amounts
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to expressing all Feynman integrals with non-trivial tensor structure in terms of basic

scalar integrals. This is most easily demonstrated on a simple example. Consider the

one-loop integral8,9

Bµ(p) =

∫

ddl

πd/2

lµ
(l2 −M2)((l + p)2 −M2)

= pµB1(p) (A.5)

where we have used that the index µ can only be carried by the external momentum pµ.

The following simple manipulation

pµBµ(p) =

∫

ddl

πd/2

p · l
(l2 −M2)((l + p)2 −M2)

=
1

2

∫

ddl

πd/2

((l + p)2 −M2)− (l2 −M2)− p2

(l2 −M2)((l + p)2 −M2)

= −1

2
p2B0(p)

(A.6)

leads to

B1(p) = −1

2
B0(p) (A.7)

We have used the freedom to shift the loop momentum and we have defined the basic

scalar two-point one-loop integral

B0(p) =

∫

ddl

πd/2

1

(l2 −M2)((l + p)2 −M2)

= − 2

d − 4
+Bf

0 + const. +O(d− 4)

(A.8)

where

Bf
0 (p) = −

∫ 1

0

dx log

(

x(1− x)p2 −M2
)

µ2
(A.9)

and µ is the arbitrary renormalization scale. Similarly, one can decompose

Cµ(k1, k2) =

∫

ddl

πd/2

lµ
((l2 −M2)((l + k1)2 −M2)((l − k2)2 −M2)

(A.10)

and

Cµν(k1, k2) =

∫

ddl

πd/2

lµ lν
((l2 −M2)((l + k1)2 −M2)((l − k2)2 −M2)

(A.11)

and express them in terms of B0 and C0 where

C0(k1, k2) =

∫

ddl

πd/2

1
(

l2 −M2
)(

(k1 + l)2 −M2
)(

(k2 − l)2 −M2
) (A.12)

is the scalar triangle. The tensor indices are now carried by k1µ, k2ν and ηµν .

8The measure for the loop integration has been chosen to avoid factors of 4 π which can easily be

inserted, if needed.
9With the discussion of Appendix B in mind, we treat the massive scalar field.
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The final result for the invariant amplitudes B,C,D in d = 4, which one obtains using

the PV decomposition of the three-point function 〈Tµν φ
2 φ2〉 is

λ4B = 2 r2 λ2 +
1

12

[

q2 r2 + 2(q ·r)2
][

3 q4 − 4 (q ·r)2 − 2 q2 r2 + 3 r4
]

C0 + 4 r2 λ2M2 C0

− 1

2

[

(

2(q ·r)3 + (q2 − r2)(2(q ·r)2 + q2r2) + q ·r(q2r2 − 3 r4)
)

Bf
0 (k

2
1) + (k1 ↔ k2)

]

− (q2 − r2)
[

2(q ·r)2 + q2 r2
]

Bf
0 (q

2)

λ4C = −2 q ·r λ2 − 1

4
q2 q ·r

[

3(q2 − r2)2 − 4 λ2
]

C0 − 3 q2 q ·r (q2 − r2)Bf
0 (q

2)− 4 q ·r λ2M2 C0

+
1

2

[(

(q ·r)2(3 q2 − r2) + 3 q ·r q2(q2 − r2)− 2 q2 r4
)

Bf
0 (k

2
1)− (k1 ↔ k2)

]

λ4D = 2 q2 λ2 +
1

4
q4
[

3(q2 − r2)2 − 4 λ2
]

C0 + 3 q4(q2 − r2)Bf
0 (q

2) + 4 q2 λ2M2 C0

+
1

2

[(

3 q4(r2 − q ·r − q2)− 2 (q ·r)3 + 5 q ·r q2 r2
)

Bf
0 (k

2
1) + (k1 ↔ k2)

]

(A.13)

where

λ2 = q4 + k4
1 + k4

2 − 2 q2 k2
1 − 2 q2 k2

2 − 2 k2
1 k

2
2 (A.14)

is the triangle function.

The expressions for the dimension −2 amplitudes above are independent of the renor-

malization scale µ. They can be rewritten in terms of differences of logarithms. Given

these explicit expressions for the invariant amplitudes, it is now straightforward to check

that the Ward identities (2.14) are satisfied. In the normalization chosen here (2.14a) is

satisfied with c = 2 and Γ(2)(k2) = −2 log k2/µ2, consistent with the general discussion

of the ∆ = 2 model in Section 2.

We remark that for the massive scalar the r.h.s. of (2.14b) evaluates to 4 + 8M2C0.

The additional term reflects the explicit violation of traceless of the energy-momentum

tensor by the mass term. We will come back to this in Appendix B.

With the help of (A.13) we can also check the asymptotic behaviour of the amplitudes

Ei. Both in the massless and massive cases one finds, as expected,

Ei −−−→
si→∞

4

si
(A.15)

Given the expressions for B,C,D we can also check the sum rules. Using the Cutkosky
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rule one derives e.g., valid for k2
1, k

2
2 < 0,

Imq2E1 = Imq2(−3B −D)

= π

{

− 3(q2 − r2)(q4 + 2 (q ·r)2 + q2 r2)

λ4

√

1− 4M2

q2

+

(

8 (q2 + 3 r2)λ2M2 +
1

2

(

q4 + 2 (q ·r)2 + q2 r2
)(

3 q4 − 4 (q ·r)2 − 2 q2 r2 + 3 r4
)

)

× 1

λ5
tanh−1





√

1− 4M2

q2

q2 − k2
1 − k2

2

λ





}

θ(q2 − 4M2)

(A.16)

From this one computes

−1

π

∫ ∞

4M2

dq2 Imq2E1(q
2, k2

1, k
2
2,M

2) = 4 (A.17)

For later use we have again presented the results for a massive scalar but, of course the

result being independent of M , it is also valid for the discontinuity evaluated at M = 0.

The computation of the correlation function of three energy-momentum tensors

〈Tµν(k1) Tρσ(k2) Tαβ(k3)〉 with k1 + k2 + k3 = 0 (A.18)

takes more effort. Rather than doing a Passarino-Veltman decomposition, we have derived

for the 27 dimension −2 amplitudes expressions involving integration of the two Feynman

parameters (we work again in dimensional regularization). They all have the form

∫ 1

0

dx

∫ 1−x

0

dy
P (x, y)

x y k2
3 + x(1 − x− y)k2

1 + y(1− x− y)k2
2 −M2

(A.19)

where P (x, y) are polynomials in the Feynman parameters. For the unbroken phase which

we discuss here, M2 = 0.

The calculation is straightforward, however the detailed results are too long to present

here. But they were used to check all the Ward identities which we have written in

Section 4, in particular that the combination of amplitudes in the Weyl Ward identities

are constants, independent of the kinematical invariants. Also the diffeomorphism Ward

identity (4.18) has been verified in this way. More precisely, the Ward identities are

satisfied in this simple model for (4π)2 c = 1
120

and (4π)2 a = 1
360

, which are known values

for the free scalar; see e.g. [2].

Appendix B Explicit Realizations: Broken Phase

In this Appendix we check the general setup for the anomaly structure in the broken

phase within a simple model proposed in [25]. Consider two massless scalar fields φ and
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ϕ interacting through a marginal perturbation:

L =
1

2
∂µφ ∂µφ+

1

2
∂µϕ∂µϕ− g φ2 ϕ2 (B.1)

The fields are coupled conformally to a background metric. Both in the unbroken and

broken phases we will take a limit where g goes to 0 and therefore the beta function(s)

vanish, thus not disturbing conformality. Therefore the unbroken phase is made simply

from two decoupled massless scalar fields. Consider now the breaking: we give the field

ϕ a vacuum expectation value v, i.e.

〈ϕ〉 = v (B.2)

In order to calculate in the broken vacuum, we can alternatively shift in the Lagrangian

the field ϕ

ϕ = v + ϕ̃ (B.3)

and calculate with the usual Feynman rules for the field ϕ̃ which has zero vev. The

dimensionless dilaton Σ, which transforms linearly under Weyl transformations, is

Σ = log

(

1 +
ϕ̃

v

)

≃ ϕ̃

v
+O(ϕ2) (B.4)

starting linearly in ϕ̃. Since the original energy-momentum tensor is

Tµν(φ, ϕ) = Tµν(φ) + Tµν(ϕ) +
1

2
ηµν g φ

2 ϕ2 (B.5)

the shift produces a linear coupling of the dilaton in the energy-momentum tensor,

1

3
v2
(

ηµν�− ∂µ∂ν
)

Σ (B.6)

which leads to

〈0|Tµν |Σ(p)〉 =
1

3
v2 pµ pν (B.7)

Covariantly the above coupling is translated into a v2ΣR term in the effective Lagrangian,

where R is the curvature scalar. Also a mass term for the φ field with M2 = 2 g v2 and a

cubic coupling −2M2 Σφ2 are produced.

We will take the limit

g → 0 , v → ∞ , M2 = 2 g v2 = fixed (B.8)

The dimension 2 operator will be

O(x) = φ2(x) (B.9)

The broken phase is defined by the Feynman diagrams which survive this limit. All the

correlators of the φ2 operators and energy-momentum tensors coupled directly or through

the dilaton have a scale M . This is the consequence of the dilaton having the propagator

proportional to 1
v2

which cancels v2 in the dilaton coupling to the scalar curvature.

We recapitulate the content of the broken phase:
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a) A massive scalar field φ with mass M with standard massive propagator and an

energy-momentum tensor containing the conformal improvement and the mass term.

b) A massless dilaton field Σ with propagator normalized to 1
v2
.

c) The dilaton is coupled to the massive field through a M2 Σφ2 coupling and to the

energy-momentum tensor by a v2pµpν coupling. All the diagrams involving corre-

lators of the massive energy-momentum tensor and operators made of the massive

field have the scale M and are well defined in the limit.

d) The dilaton has a Weyl invariant kinetic term inherited from the ϕ field. Its energy-

momentum tensor is decoupled from the rest of the system and has the v independent

trace anomalies expected for a free massless field. The kinetic term contains dilaton

self-interactions with the scale v which goes to ∞ in the limit considered, but being

decoupled we will ignore this sector.

We start with the discussion of the ∆ = 2 model in this particular broken phase.

The two-point function is simply the mass term corrrelator for a massive field, i.e. it is

logarithmically divergent. After renormalization it is given by

Γ(2)(p2) = Γ(2)(µ2) +
1

(4 π)2
(p2 − µ2)

∫ ∞

4M2

dx

√

1− 4M2

x

(x− p2)(x− µ2)
(B.10)

Its exact form will not play a role in our calculation. As discussed in Section 2, after

using diffeomorphism invariance the logarithmically divergent contributions of the two

and three-point functions drop out and we are left with Ward identity (1.4) which involves

only the dimension −2 amplitudes of the 〈Tµν OO〉 correlator in the broken phase. In

the limit (B.8) there are two diagrams which survive (see Figure 2) corresponding to the

O

O

−2gv
••vTµν

O

O

•Tµν+

Figure 2

coupling of the energy-momentum tensor through the dilaton and directly. Taking the

trace of the energy-momentum tensor gives the combination entering (1.4) whose right

hand side is the anomaly, a constant independent on the kinematical invariants and the

scale M . We remark that the dilaton contribution to the trace is, with opposite sign,

equal to the contribution of the correlator of M2 φ2 with two O operators. Therefore an

alternative interpretation of the anomaly equation in this very special broken phase is
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that it represents an anomaly in the Ward identity satisfied by the trace of a free massive

scalar

T µ
µ −M2O ≃ 0 (B.11)

which is valid for the free massive scalar with energy-momentum tensor

Tµν = ∂µφ ∂νφ− 1

2
ηµν ∂

αφ ∂αφ+
1

6

(

ηµν�− ∂µ∂ν
)

φ2 +
1

2
ηµν M

2 φ2 (B.12)

evaluated in a correlator with two O operators.

For our very simple model the limit (B.8) selected the diagrams which participate in the

relevant Ward identities: the two diagrams of Figure 2 and the two-point function (B.10).

Then using the regularization which respects diffeomorphism invariance one arrives at

(2.14b) which defines the anomaly in the spontaneously broken phase in terms of the

dimension −2 amplitudes contained in the two diagrams of Figure 2. Without such a

complete analysis even the meaning of the anomaly in the spontaneously broken phase is

not clear. In particular we intend to analyze in the future if the interesting models with

potential control of the broken phase proposed in refs. [6, 7] can be brought to this level

of meaningful analysis. We continue now the analysis of our simple model.

We can now check the Weyl Ward identity (2.14b) in the broken phase for this model.

This requires the knowledge of the dimension −2 amplitudes contributed by the two

diagrams.

The first diagram, using the linear dilaton coupling (B.6), gives a contribution ∆B to

the amplitude B

∆B = −8

3

M2

q2
C0 (B.13)

with C0 as in (A.12). C0 and the amplitudes B,C,D corresponding to the second diagram

are now those for the massive case. The amplitudes C and D are not modified. We

gave in (A.16) the expression for the contribution to the discontinuity in q2 of the E1

amplitude from the second diagram. The contribution to the sum rule from the first

diagram, i.e. the contribution from ∆B, is zero. The reason is simply that, at high q2,

∆B behaves as (log q2)2

(q2)2
with the power 1

q2
, whose coefficient is the sum rule contribution,

missing. Therefore at finite M the anomaly is controlled by the second diagram in Figure

2 which, as shown in the previous Appendix, saturates the sum-rule. This verifies anomaly

matching explicitly.

We discuss now the anomaly in the IR limit of the broken phase, i.e. when M goes to

∞. Since one takes the limit of M first we cannot consider anymore the high momentum

behaviour of the amplitudes or the sum rules derived from them. We should use instead

directly (2.32). As the anomaly is independent of M we expect the matching to work also

at M = ∞. The second diagram vanishes in this limit (we remind that we are discussing

all the time the dimension −2 amplitudes). We have to evaluate the first, i.e. the dilaton

diagram. It has a finite limit giving

E1 =
4

q2
(B.14)
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while E2 = E3 = 0. Therefore the anomaly equation (2.32) is satisfied with cB = c = 2.

Since the matching happened due to the specific value of the dilaton coupling to two

O operators we see explicitly the connection between the anomaly matching and the

constraints on dilaton couplings.

We comment on two additional features of this calculation:

a) The same limit appears in the calculation of the anomaly of the massless scalar field

when Pauli-Villars regularization is used. Then the trace of the energy-momentum tensor

in a correlator with two O operators is given by the explicit violation introduced by the

Pauli-Villars regulator. Therefore the limit with opposite sign represents the anomaly.

b) As discussed above, in this simple model the anomaly in the broken phase for finite

M is related to the anomaly of a massive scalar. One can relate therefore the spontaneous

breaking in the conformal theory to a “massive flow” specifically of the φ scalar which

starts massless in the UV and in the IR has an infinite mass. As we described above for

finite M one had the anomaly in the correlator of the energy-momentum tensor of the

massive scalar with two O operators. At M = ∞ this correlator vanishes and therefore

the anomaly in the IR is zero. Hence, from the-point of view of the massive flow one has

different anomalies in the UV and IR. In the broken CFT description one has anomaly

matching and a physical dilaton degree of freedom in the IR. As a consequence the first,

i.e. the dilaton diagram, makes up the difference as calculated above. Therefore generally

for a massive flow it is natural to describe it in terms of a dilaton source (not a physical

state) which contains the structure of the nonvanishing difference between the UV and

IR anomalies on the massive flow [25–27].10

One can use the same model to verify the general results presented in Section 4 for

the correlator of three energy-momentum tensors in the broken phase. This is much

more involved and we discuss here only the analysis of the M → ∞ limit. We start

with the discussion of the general set up. In the broken phase we should consider for

the three-point function all the contributions where the energy-momentum tensor couples

directly to the massive loop or through up to three dilatons. Since we are interested in

the anomalous part of the effective action, in principle we should isolate the contributions

of the dimension −2 amplitudes entering the anomalous equations, i.e. (4.20) and (4.21).

In the M → ∞ limit the contribution of the diagram with direct couplings of all three

energy-momentum tensors vanishes for dimension −2 amplitudes.

For the diagrams where the energy-momentum tensor couples through at least one

dilaton we use a short cut. Locality of the anomaly implies that in order that the diagram

contributes to the anomalous Ward identity its expression should have exactly one dilaton

propagator. Therefore in the M → ∞ limit, after factoring out the propagator, the rest

of the diagram should give a dimensionless coefficient multiplying four momenta. The

interpretation of the coefficient is that of the normalization of a two-dilaton – one-metric

perturbation or three-dilaton terms in the anomalous Wess-Zumino action. In order to

10For a bootstrap approach see [28].
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generate these terms in the limit one has to expand the respective triangle Feynman

diagram in the momenta carried by the additional dilatons. The momenta cancel the

additional propagators and the M → ∞ limit is finite.

In addition the diagrams with no external momenta have also positive powers of M in

the expansion. These terms are non-anomalous since after taking the trace of the energy-

momentum tensor they have dilaton propagators and of course the anomaly cannot have

such an analytic structure. These effective non-anomalous tree diagrams which involve

dilaton propagators arise from the non-anomalous kinetic term of the dilaton. Therefore

the contributions with positive powers of M in the limit M → ∞ can be included as a

“renormalization” of the kinetic term.

To summarize, the anomalous contribution of the diagrams with couplings through

the dilaton is the finite contribution (through expansion in momenta) in the M → ∞
limit. These anomalous contributions for 2, 3, 4 dilatons were calculated in [25]. Here we

complete the calculation for the single dilaton which gives the linear coupling of the dilaton

to the anomaly curvature polynomials. By our discussion above, this is captured by the

left diagram in Figure 2 where the two operators O are replaced by energy-momentum

tensors. This amounts to computing the correlator

〈M2 φ2(q) Tµν(k1) Tρσ(k2)〉 (B.15)

More specifically we computed the unambiguous finite part of this dimension +2 correla-

tor, where all four tensor indices are carried by the two momenta k1 and k2. The invariant

amplitudes have the general form (A.19), but in the limit M2 → ∞ we can replace the

denominator by −M2. In this case the integral over the two Feynman parameters be-

comes trivial. This (finite) part of (B.15) should be compared with the O(h2) expansion

of the anomaly (4.12). In fact, we keep from it only the piece where all four tensor indices

are carried by the momenta of the two gravitons hµν . This leads to an over-determined

system of linear equations which is solved by (4π)2(a, c, b) = 1
360

(1, 3, 2) as expected [2].

In addition to the contribution to the anomaly we have discussed so far, there is also the

dilaton loop which contributes with equal coefficients as φ such that the total anomaly is

that of two free scalars. This dilaton contribution is generic and not special to this simple

model.
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